Literature Study Response Notebook

Name _______________________________________________________________

Title_________________________________________________________________

Setting (Where does the story take place? How does the setting affect the story?):

Point of View (Who is telling the story? How does this affect the story?):

Main Character Timeline (Describe how the main character changes over time. What are some important characteristics of the main character? How do you get to know the main character?):

Secondary Characters (What role do these characters play?):

Big Ideas to Talk About (Themes: What are the important issues for you? What is the overall theme?):
Personal Connections (In what ways did you connect with the book?):

Literary Connections (What other characters, themes, settings, plots, etc. did this book remind you of? Why was this connection important?):

Author’s Craft (What did you notice about the way the author wrote the story? What might the author’s intentions be? Any special language or phrases used?):

Conflict (What was the major challenge the characters faced? What were the tensions in the story? What made you keep reading?):

Resolution (How were the tensions handled?):

Miscellaneous Ideas:
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